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The Work of the Great Order.
(The Way of Asar in Amenti)

It is my sincere wish that you not only find this lecture interesting, but are able to take something away
with you to utilize in your own journeys toward self exploration, in the Name of the Great Work.
I wish to publically acknowledge and give my thanks to Brother J. Daniel Gunther, who provided many
helpful insights and suggestions during the composition of this Lecture. As well as for allowing me to
use certain drawings from his Opus Alchymicum. His advice and guidance have been invaluable in the
Work.

Dedicated to the Secret Master and the Children of the Aeon.

I must also acknowledge Frater Adjuvo, Marcello Ramos Motta, for due to the study of his Work this
essay was composed.
And last, but certainly by no means least, I would like to thank my wife, for her ongoing, and
unswerving, support, understanding, and patience; as well as her practical assistance.
Now, I thought I’d give you a bit of history regarding that which led to the creation of this particular
Talk. About a year ago, whilst in the midst of my study of Equinox Vol V no II authorized by Frater
Adjuvo, I came upon a seemingly simple quote, in his Commentaries to Our Holy Book Liber LXV, this
quote then hit me like a lightning bolt of pure Inspiration. Within 48hrs I had all but completed the first
draft of the paper.
Now when I set about writing this paper, the context which I had in mind was that of the System of the
A A , pure and simple. That was my focus, and that I believe was the region from which this
Inspiration derived from.
Eventually my wife. came to study and reflect upon this paper also, and during one of our
conversations she commented:
“You know this essay has a lot of O.T.O. doctrine in it, and in particular doctrine related specifically to
the Gnostic Mass. You touch on many of the key elements of the Mass, such as the “Mystery of
Incarnation” the “Covenant of Resurrection” and the “Community of Saints” etc.
And within an instant I’d realized that yes she was right, all these Mysteries and aspects of the Gnostic
Mass were in fact touched upon (some more than others) in my talk. Now to me this served to confirm
the doctrine of Duplexity, the Great Doctrinal and Religious Alliance between the A Aand the
O.T.O. For completely unbeknown to me, and unintentionally, I had found that in one sense I had
written on both Orders simultaneously even though I only had one of them in mind.

Amended from the opening talk at the “Trees of Eternity” lectures.
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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

It is said that the Aspirant seeks the Path of the Great Return, but the Great Return to what?
For to Return implies that one must of, at some stage, departed from. I would then say that
it is to Return to that original Seed from which all consequent and outward forms of the Self
“The supposed process of “salvation” of mankind is therefore a magickal process of immortalization, or have sprung. Surely it is only through the complete identification of that which is eternal
perpetuation, of that complex of energies which we call the Adept.”
within, that one can have any hope of surviving eternity without. By this I mean to say, that
Equinox Volume V:II. Commentaries to Liber LXV I:40 Marcelo Ramos Motta to exist the onslaught of the tides of death and of dying, one must be in touch with that
aspect of the Self that is beyond both death and life.
The above is a seemingly simple statement made by Frater Adjuvo, within the context of
Liber LXV, and his commentaries thereto. Yet in that simplicity I believe that we find a Key to
a large part of the Work of the Great Order known as the AA and the role that the
AA has to play in the ultimate evolution of Humanity.

“Death implies change and individuality; if thou be THAT which hath no person, which is beyond the
changing, even beyond changelessness, what hast thou to do with death?
The birth of individuality is ecstasy; so also is its death.
In love the individuality is slain; who loves not love?

In the System of the AA the Aspirant steadily and carefully constructs for himself a living
Temple, the design of which is based on the classical structure of the Qabalistic Tree of Life.
Sephira by sSphira the Aspirant experiences and embodies each of the Sephiroth, facilitated
by, and in a certain sense birthed due to, various Initiatory processes, Practices and
preparatory (for that which is to come) psychic scaffolding, that will eventually lead him to
the Khabs of his own being, the centre of the Self that exists within the very Heart of the
King’s Chamber.

From Malkuth to the Threshold of the Abyss (and hopefully beyond) the Aspirant
methodically forges his Link in the Chain of the Continuity of Existence. Each step of the Way
he is subtly led and guided by the Supreme Instructor of the Order. I believe this Instructor
and or Divine Collective Superior, to be V.V.V.V.V., at first somewhat invisible and largely
unknown, but with time, as the eyes of the Aspirant grow stronger, the Instructor becomes
more and more visible, and the Adept gradually comes to be able to see within the darkness
the hand that has been guiding him all along.

“Little by little, as your eyes grow stronger, will we unveil to you the ineffable glory of the Path of the
Adepts, and its nameless goal.”
Liber X:14

Love death therefore, and long eagerly for it.
Die Daily.”
Liber CCCXXXIII:16

But how is this achieved and what then does this very process entail? How then to procure
the “immortalization” of the energies of the Adept?

then believe that they only live once. Of course one may add to that the notion of the ‘death
of the soul’ but that is perhaps a discussion for another Talk all together.

We may assume that at the moment of physical death, the outer sheaths of the Self are
submitted to extreme measures of stress and catastrophe, so much so that for the average
human being the only coping mechanism, or way out as it were, may appear to be complete
and utter abandonment to the moment, resulting in total dissolution in to the cosmic
organism, and thus ends the career and continuity of the consciousness of the individual.

“45. There is death for the dogs.“

But for the Aspirant become Adept, death does not end this continuity of consciousness.
Through the pursuit of the Great Work, and having attained certain success therein, at the
time of life’s transition period in to death, the Adept seeks or formulates a reconstitution of
his Self, through a Willed series of processes, that ultimates in the Continuity of his essential
Being, and thus those quintessential tendencies that tend toward the by-coming of a certain
type of consciousness, his individual and unique type of consciousness. A consciousness that
is closely bound and knit to the central Core of the Star and or Khabs. Thus recommences the
career of the Individual. And as it is in death, it is in life. In other words this process, whilst I
am here specifically discussing the actual physical death of the human being, also has its
parallel in the Initiatory career of the Aspirant whilst living. As those who have passed
through the Ceremony of the Pyramid would understand, the Path of the Initiate
commences as the dead man Asar - indicative of the natural sleeping state of the majority of
mankind.

It should further be noted that in the current Aeon, man no longer needs to physically die to
be resurrected. Though if we are talking about actual death and reincarnation, in my
personal opinion I do not believe that all human beings reincarnate, or more correctly
reincarnate with any conscious recollection of their former selves. I feel that this kind of
consciousness of the continuity of existence, and in a sense immortalization, is reserved for
the few and secret.

The prigs, the prudes, the followers of the dead letter of religions, die in a real sense of the word; for
although even they are ‘Stars”, there is not enough body to them (as it were) to carry on the
individuality. There is no basis for the magical memory if one’s incarnation holds nothing worth
remembering. Count your years by your wounds – fortisam haec climmeminesse juvabit.” [Perhaps this
too will be a pleasure to look back on one day]
Equinox Vol. V:I. The Commentaries of AL. Chapter II Aleister Crowley

Further to the above supposition one may then ask, why the Adept? Why should he retain
that Spark and Seed of the Consciousness of his essential Self? To what end? The answer to
which we may reply: that he may Serve his fellow man. That he may Serve as a Guiding Light
in the Darkness, or at the very least as a Landmark of one who has Awoken. This Great Work
that the Brothers of the Great Order take on in Service to Humanity must surely span the
career of many, many lifetimes, and if we agree that, generally, with experience comes
Wisdom and Understanding, it stands to reason that to be able to draw on a great mass of
past memories, and life (and death for that matter) encounters/experiences, is to be able to
better Understand the human condition, its relationship within and to Nature, as well as its
primary function in relation to the Spirit. This then is the sole purpose of the Adept. To
examine, to serve, and to seek the remedy, that he may administer it to those that are also
willing to seek and administer it to themselves.

I believe that the Khabs or the Self, read that as the Core of the Star, the Spiritual Naked
Body, is that which in a certain sense changeth not (admittedly this is easily argued against).

“Yea! Deem not of change: ye shall be as ye are, & not other…”
Liber CCXX II:58

Whilst it may be argued that all souls eternally exist, the counterargument to that would be
that even if they do, without any consciousness of their own continuity they may as well

It (the Self) slips on various garments of mortal flesh time and time again, and delights in

trying on new clothes as it were, but the naked Body is always the same. The problem is that
sometimes the naked Body can mistake itself for the garment that it is wearing. And in
extreme cases it can lose its Body altogether and trade its eternal Nature in for a pair of old
rags.

“3. And all these things fled away, for he understood them all, that they were but as old rags upon the
Divine Perfection.”
Liber DCCCXIII:4

And again:

“The supposed process of “salvation” of mankind is therefore a magickal process of immortalization, or
perpetuation, of that complex of energies which we call the Adept.”

So to identify with, or to Return to, the Seed of Self that changeth not, that is beyond change
and that is even beyond the changelessness. This is what the Aspirant seeks to Attain, and
this lies within the Sphere and Work of the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy
Guardian Angel. I believe that it is the Angel that assists in the Adept coming to realize this
quintessential Nature of his Self, within his self. And it is this quintessential Self of the Adept
that is in Communication with the Angel. This is the Next Step for Humanity, in the
evolutionary Work of Humanity. The realization of, and identification with, the Khabs in the
Khu, then serves as the L.V.X. in the Darkness of the Temple of the Adept, and it is in L.V.X.
L.V.X. serves to illuminate the sphere of the Adept, and once this is achieved he realizes that
that Knowledge and Conversation takes place.
what he once thought to be a darkened cavern, now lit by the Light of the Holy One, is
actually none other than the Palace of Divinity itself. For as the light grows stronger more
and more of the Palace is revealed and he sees for the first time the many treasures that
Furthermore it may also be said that it is in this L.V.X. that the Aspirant seeks to understand have laid in waiting for his Return. For the God has arisen within the Man.
and integrate the Mysteries of the Holy Books of Thelema.

“...Beware lest you interpret them either in Light or in the darkness, for only in L.V.X. may they be
understood.”

“…..Little by little, as your eyes grow stronger, will we unveil to you the ineffable glory of the Path of the
Adepts, and its nameless goal.”
Liber X:14

Liber LXI:30

But these glimpses of the Eternal Self are fleeting at first, and can be as blinding as they are
illuminating, depending on the sufficiency and quality of the Work undertaken by the
Aspirant during his course of Outer College Training. The Master communicates to the
vehicle that is the Adept, who in turn communicates to the vehicle that is the Aspirant. Thus
the Chain of the AA , whilst undoubtedly existing externally to the Aspirant, from
Instructor to Student and so on, also exists internally within the Aspirant. But what then does
it take to assure continual Communication with Divinity, and “perpetuation, of that complex
of energies which we call the Adept”?? To borrow phraseology from Brother J.Daniel
Gunther ‘the psyche must be reconstellated within the sphere of the Aspirant.’ We must
manufacture a new garment for the naked Body that is the Soul, or the Khabs, but in this
particular instance the garment must be formulated so as to duplicate every aspect of the
naked Body, for just any garment will no longer suffice. This garment must be close fitting to
the soul, it must be as if it were painted on to the naked Body.

rightful place in the Company of Heaven, for the furtherment and evolution of the Human
Race, and all that that implies.

We see a similar System of Initiation and perpetuation of the energies of the Adept carried
out by our Ancient Egyptian Brethren, in particular their Ritualistic Passing through the Duat.
Here the Egyptian Adept passes through successive stages of evolutionary development,
after death, which are akin to the death process itself, on many varied levels. He too, time
after time throughout this process, affirms and reaffirms his identification and unification
with Divinity. The outer garment and or sheaths of his self are shredded, and destroyed, as
he passes; but if he has performed the Work correctly he is able to retain his Divine Nature,
his quintessential Self. And if this is successful the continuity of his Khabs, and thus to a great
extent his character, is assured. He then reformulates a garment that is in total harmony
with his Divine Nature, either on the earthly plane (taking up the heroism of Incarnation on
this planet), or another plane altogether.

Now, enough of garment talk, what I’m saying is that the new construct of the mind of the
Adept (remembering that the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel
occurs in Tiphereth, within the Ruach) must be built so as to house perfectly that
quintessence of the Self. Not only to house it, but to reflect and emanate it outwards from
the Core of its existence. Only then can there be any chance of the Continuity of Existence, in
the truest sense of the term.

This then is the Work of the Order of the AA, to assist the Aspirant in formulating a
vehicle that can, at first, withstand the Royal Marriage with Divinity, and then house it, and
carry it as a Bark across the fields of Everlastingness. This takes us back to an earlier
statement, that the Aspirant builds for himself within himself the structure of the Tree of
Life, Sephira by Sephira. Essentially what is happening is that he is building himself a Bark, a
vehicle, which is strong enough to last the tides of life and death. Strong enough to survive
the sweep of the scythe of death. And not only to survive the scythe of death, but to reach a
higher state of evolutionary progress within, that just may entitle one to greater realms of
existence, as yet undreamed of by most. This is the crux of the Great Work, and those that
Attain to this level of Self Mastery, those that are in constant Communication with the
Master, with the Instructor of the Great Order, renounce their Attainment which entitles
them to the Key to Greater Realms of the Heavens, so that they may Return to Serve their
fellow man. What greater act of Service can there be than this, than to postpone one’s own

“Also, the book of the Dead. (Which was never “for the Dead”). It was the standard Manual for Astral
Travel, which people were supposed to practice assiduously while they lived. The mummification had as
its purpose to delay the dissolution of the Astral Body of the deceased so that as much of it as possible
went with him or her in the next incarnation, thus providing continuity of consciousness through the
lives…”
The Commentaries of AL: Chapter I:61 Marcelo Ramos Motta

This passage through night, and or journey through the realm of the underworld as it were,
is akin to the realm of Hell, of which it is written: Hell is that which bindeth the Infinite to the
Finite. This then is the Helan, the Secret Place. Furthermore if we study ATU XVIII, also called
“The Gateway of Resurrection”, we find a more than fitting allegory depicting the
transference of the essential Being of the Self to the vehicle that is Keph-Ra so as to continue
its journey after having traversed through the Mysterious Region. It would seem that at this

A similar System or guidebook as it were may be seen in the text of The Tibetan Book of the
Dead, where the deceased is led by a Lama through a series of transformations, post
mortem, that have the capacity to destroy the dead man if he is to cling to any of the final
Bardo Realms, those being: Chikhai Bardo, Chönyi Bardo, and Sidpa Bardo. But if successful
the dead man is led toward the all-luminous essence of Self. He is brought into contact with
that which is eternal and everlasting.

point in the career of the Initiate, Death, there is that which simply cannot pass through the
Mysterious Region. In order for there to be continuity the Khabs must survive the great
reduction. Whilst Crowley speaks of the drops of blood depicted in this card as “impure”,
these droplets of the blood of the Moon, partaking as it does of the highest and the lowest,
may also be indicative of the commencement of new life, thus here we find, paradoxically,
new hope where there was thought to be none.

We may also achieve this identification and unification with Divinity, through the continual
Practice of Liber Resh. In fact one may say that the passing through the Duat is achieved with
every cycle of midnight through to the dawn. In Liber Resh we come to realize the Greater
Work of the Order and of the Adept. For the Bark of Ra is none other than that vessel that
the Adept has formulated for himself, that is to carry his Divine Essence throughout the
Continuity of Existence. The Divinities within the Bark represent and are indicative of
Archetypal realities that serve as Emissaries of the Divinities within the Aspirant. The

relationship between the Aspirant and the Sun/Star is confirmed, and eventually
identification is made perfect. Yet whilst transformation of Deity occurs with each section of
the journey, the original Unity is ever present.

In an odd kind of way it seems as if the only way forward, to achieve this herculean level of
Attainment, this ultimate and permanent state of advanced development, is first to go
backwards. By which I mean to say that one must explore the River of the Soul, from whence
one has come, and gather up all the threads of the Self’s selves, examining all the garments
that have been worn by the Self, so as to endeavour to Understand the True Great Work of
the ultimate Nature and thus purpose of the Self, and its sole reason for incarnating. It’s as if
one can only come to know where one is heading, by having observed each of the footsteps
from whence one has come. And in this light we can see the importance of an acquisition
such as the Magical Memory. Liber Thisharb is a means to this end, and a necessary part of
the Work of the Exempt Adept, for as it is written:

“1.It is of such importance to the Exempt Adept
that We cannot overrate it. Let him in no wise
adventure the plunge into the Abyss until he have
accomplished this to his most perfect satisfaction.”

And this also:

“37……Until he have thoroughly mastered the
reason for every incident in his past, and found a
purpose for every item of his present equipment,
he cannot truly answer even those Three
Questions that were first put to him, even the
Three Questions of the Ritual of the Pyramid; he is
not ready to swear the Oath of the Abyss.”
Liber CMXIII

“11. And All and One and Naught were slain in the slaying of the Warrior 418,
12. In the slaying of the subtlety that expanded all these things into the Twelve Rays of the Crown,
13. That returned unto One, and beyond One, even unto the vision of the Fool in his folly that chanted
the word Ararita, and beyond the Word and the Fool; yea, beyond the Word and the Fool.”
Liber DCCCXIII:4

We find in Liber Aleph, the Chapter entitled
“De Adeptis R.C. Eschatologia”, “An
Eschatology of the R.C. Adepts.” This Chapter bares so directly upon the very crux of this
whole paper that I feel it valid to admit it in whole. And so:

“DE ADEPTIS R. C. ESCATOLOGIA.

Firstly, what is “Eschatology”? It is a derivative of two Greek words: ἔσχατος and λογία, these
Consider now in this Light what shall come to the Adept, to him that hath aspired constantly and firmly words meaning “Last” and “Study”, respectively. In other words we may take this to
to his Star, attuning the Mind unto the Musick of its Will. In him, if his Mind be knit perfectly together in represent the “Last Study” and or the “Study of the End of things”. It makes sense that this
Chapter would then serve as “An Eschatology of the R.C. Adepts.” For the Pinnacle of the
itself, and conjoined with the Star, is so strong a Confection that it breaketh away easily not only from
the Gross Body, but the fine. It is this Fine Body which bindeth it to the Astral, as did the Gross to the
Work of the Brothers of the Inner College (in particular, the Exempt Adepts) results in their
Material, World; so then it accomplisheth willingly the Sacrament of a second Death, and leaveth the
placement upon the Threshold of the Abyss. And here they wrap up the totality of their
Body of Light. But the Mind, cleaving closely by Right of its Harmony, and Might of its Love, to its Star,
career thus far, and prepare to enter the new vehicle, the new birth, that awaits them on the
resisteth the Ministers of Disruption, for a Season, according to its Strength. Now, if his Star be of those
other side as it were. I intuit that it is not so much that they make a decision to jump into the
that are bound by the Great Oath, incarnating without Remission because of Delight in the Cosmic
Abyss, but more-so that they are propelled by the fire of motion that they have built up over
Sacrament, it seeketh a new Vehicle in the appointed Way, and indwelleth the Foetus of a Child, and
the many lifetimes of their having in one way or another pursued the Great Work of the
quickeneth it. And if at this Time the mind of its Former Tabernacle yet cling to it, then is there
Great Order. This is “the Way of Asar in Amenti”. Further on this point my respected Brother
Continuity of Character, and it may be Memory between the two Vehicles. This is, briefly and without
elaborated:
Elaboration, the Way of Asar in Amenti, according to mine Opinion, of which I say not: This is the
Truth.”
“One may be propelled into the Abyss by the energy of their own karma as it were. But one can still
freeze at the edge of the Abyss - for any number of reasons. In such a case, the Chiefs will kick your ass
in. Liber Cheth, 11.”

It is then fair to ask, is this Work for all humans, or is it even possible for all humans?? I
believe that the answer is no, it’s not. Nor is it a given that every human may Attain to the
Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel. Nonetheless:

“The supposed process of “salvation” of mankind is therefore a magickal process of
immortalization, or perpetuation, of that complex of energies which we call the Adept.”

I think it is important to understand the difference between the Work of the Third Order per
se - that Work being specifically to Serve, to tend the Garden, and to speak to those that
have ears to listen, and the general Work of Humanity - being their own realization of, and
evolution of consciousness to, the God within. I believe that when it is said that the Work of
AA is not for all men, it is the Work of the Third Order, the Crossing of the Abyss and the
Attainment of the Master of the Temple, that is being spoken about. For this level of
Attainment Serves a very specialized function. And simply put, it is not for all. This fact has
nothing to with elitism or anything of the sort, it’s just how things are.

“There are few men; there are enough.”
Liber VII VI:40

Nonetheless, the Next Step for Humanity is the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy
Guardian Angel.
This then is the special Work of the Great Order known as the AA to lead certain chosen
human beings to the total realization of their quintessential Natures, to elevate Man’s
consciousness to that of the Stars. To free him from the chains of his own ignorance, and to
liberate him from the self-imposed bonds of death and dispersion. Man is God as God is
Man. The Consciousness of the Continuity of the Existence.

“And no man hath ascended up to
Heaven, but he that came down from
Heaven even as the Son of Man which
is in Heaven. And as Moses lifted up the
Serpent in the wilderness, even so must the
Son of Man be lifted up; that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have Eternal Life. For in Adam all die,
so also in Christ all shall be made alive.”
Opus Alchymicum. Figure 11. J.Daniel Gunther

In my opinion, part of the above quote tends to suggest that for one to achieve God-Head,
this unification with or unearthing of, Divinity, one must already have been thus constituted.
Vicarious atonement is abandoned, and the Way is made open for those who would
themselves identify with the path of the Adept. To make Gold one must first have Gold.
Within the Prima Materia lies the Perfected Stone, it is the Spiritual Lingam Seed burrowed
within the depths of Night. I also feel that this particular Chapter/Imago from the Opus, is a
synthesis of the 2nd Crisis of Our System. It is indicative of the Anointing, the ascension in to
L.V.X. Here one receives the Healing Dew of the Holy One. Along with this there is the
imagery of the physiological component that can accompany the Attainment i.e. the Serpent
power etc. The awakening of the Lord of the Snake.

I find then this L.V.X. to be in contrast to the N.O.X. of Sol Niger, the 3rd Crisis, of which it is
written:
“fundamentem artis est sol et eius umbra”
Opus Alchymicum. Figure 14. J. Daniel Gunther

The basis of the art is the sun and its shadow

Here (in the imagery of Sol Niger) I think we find a more complete symbol, summing up the
totality of the Nature of the Work. In a sense there is no longer an “anointing” of the Adept
by the Holy One, as we find in the L.V.X. of Figure 11., but it’s almost as if the Adept has
become the Holy One himself, the final projection of the Alchemist. Here then All has
become One, and None, this is the Night of Pan. The Newly Planted One (above the Abyss)
has completed the final identification with, add to that, assimilation of, Divinity. New
synapses have been formed, the reconstellation has taken place, all that is left is for the
Master to communicate and translate that Above, to that Below. And just as in the first
place, the Aspirant seeks to prepare a fitting Temple, that the God may indwell it above the
Abyss, so too does he now seek a suitable vehicle Below, beneath the Abyss, capable of
translating and transmitting the Word and Work echoed by the Master of the Temple, and by
the Master of the Temple received from the Magus. This then accounts for the Star being
cast back down through the Abyss in to the appropriate Sephira most suited to its original
Nature. These two figures from the Opus, Figure 11. And Figure 14. Serving as fitting
representatives of the Formulae of L.V.X. and of N.O.X.

But what then becomes of those of humanity that are not? Or never were? Do they not have
a place or a chance on the evolutionary scale? Those that are without the Pale of the Great
Order, are they doomed? The answer to that is of course no they are not doomed, what
needs to be remembered is that I am here talking specifically of the System of the AA
There are, I believe, other Systems of Attainment, Systems that are governed by other forms
of praeterhuman Intelligences, but they are not the AA and it may be said that in this
current Aeon, the Law of which is Thelema, which first issued from the Mouth of the AA,
no other System of Attainment surpasses the level of evolutionary development afforded by
the following out of its Course Structure. We should remember that “The Next Step” for
Humanity refers to The Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel, the success
of which endeavour, in Our System, is comprised of Adepti Minori Within, Members of the
Second Order, the Inner College of the R.R et A.C. And to proceed further beyond this point,
in the evolutionary and initiatory scale, is to invoke consequences most dire.

In Summary.

The Great Work consists of the building of the living Temple/Pyramid of the Aspirant, and
the refining/perfecting of the faculties of the Adept so as to house and to harmoniously
reflect the L.V.X. of the Divine within, to all without. Knowledge, Conversation, Marriage and
Communion. Then follows the Last and Greatest Projection of the Alchemist, the propulsion
across the great divide that is the Abyss, and the rebirth/reformation of the Adept become
Master of the Temple. And as Above so Below, God manifest in the Flesh shall be His Name
once those faculties have reformulated themselves within the Vehicle below the Abyss, to
carry on the Work of the Great Order, in Service to Humanity. And thus we have the
perfection of the Chain.

“For our red powder of projection is beyond all possibilities.”

Though one could also say that having gone this far there is no turning back:

Liber VII:VI

“Each of you out there that have signed the Oath of the Neophyte, must one day confront the horror of
the Abyss.”
J. Daniel Gunther

Ich bin wie Gott, und Gott wie ich.
Ich bin so groß als Gott, er ist als ich so klein:
Er kann nicht über mich, ich unter ihm nicht sein.

I am like God and God like me.
I am as Large as God, He is as small as I.
He cannot above me, nor I beneath him be.

Angelus Silesius. 25 December 1624 – 9 July 1677

Love is the law, love under will.

Giuseppe Zappia.

“This Aeon has for its purpose the complete emancipation of the human race”
Commentary to ATU XIX:The Book of Thoth

